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Kae'lyn Thompson wins Miss 20 Pearls PVAMU not
Omegas crown first queen in several years wheelchair
friendly

By Alyssa Rhodes
Copy Editor

nique Donald as the 2nd runner up and freshlllan Glenisha Mcgee placed as 1st runner up.
After the queen was crowned, everyone in attendance was invited to the after party and reception held in the MSC on the 2nd
floor lounge where refreshments were served
and music was played. All of the contestants
Were able to meet and greet with family and
~ends after a long night of competing for the
title of Miss 20 Pearls. "This was a true demonstration of what prosperity looks like when
good things and good people are put together,"
said judge Adam Frank. "I would love to have
the chance to judge again."

The Rho Theta chapter of Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity, Incorporated held its "Miss
20 Pearls" pageant Tuesday, March 30 in the
Opal Johnson-Smith auditorium.
This year marked the comeback of
the Miss 20 Pearls original pageant competition where Kae1yn Thompson was crowned.
Since 2006, Rho Theta's "Omegas Next Top
Model" was choice for picking their female
student representative, while the original pageant style competition hasn't taken place since
2004.

Host JB AKA Johnny Bravo kept the
audience excited and entertained with help
from Mistress of Ceremony Milli Whitaker,
while the university jazz ensemble and DJ
Prozac served as the night's source of music.
"I feel honored to be a part of the pageant this
year because I was called to host, and it was
very professionally done. I really enjoyed it,"
said Whitaker.
The pageant began with the nine
contestants performing their opening number
to "I'm Every Woman," by Whitney Houston,
which consisted of a dance and led straight
into the oral introductions. The girls demonstrated their talents and poise throughout
the night and started with a private interview
which took place early during the day. The
formal wear, swim wear, talent and impromtu
question and answer were the competitions
during the pageant. The top five scorers advanced to the impromtu question and answer
round while the n,maioing four contestants
were eliminated from the competition.
With talents ranging from monologues, singing and lyrical dancing, the audience was able to stay engaged and interact
with the contestants. "My favorite part was
when Kae1yn's boyfriend came on stage during her talent portion from the audience and
kissed her at the end," said 'senior Jordan
Johnson.
Rho Theta picked sophomore Domi-

A true queen: (left) Kae'lyn Thompson wins Rho Theta's Miss 20 Pearls
pageant after a short hiatus and
(below) contestants are reintroduced
after the evening gown portion during the crowning.
By Perry Osborne-Johnson, The Panther

By Ronald Smith, The Panther

Sigma Tau Delta inducts new members

we are the future: Drs. Tonya Scott, James Palmer and Diljit Chatha stand With newly inducted members carrie
Newman, Brittney Johnson and Jamie Harris.
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By Destiny Monroe
Panther Contributor

of 3.0 or higher in English classes and must be
a major or minor in English.
The four students who were inducted
Were Jamie Harris Brittney Johnson, Carrie
.
The Upsilon Lambda chapter of Newman and Eb~ny Sowells. Harris, NewSt~a Tau Delta International English Hon?r man and Johnson were photographed with
Society honored its newest four members in Drs. Palmer, Scott and Chatha. During the
Hilliard Hall Conference Room on March 3o ceremony an elegant dance br Lakesha Clar~
and Brittany Robinson to Michael Jacksons
for their academic success.
There were introductions and induC· "Wm You Be There" was perfonned.
Brittney Johnson, a senior English
tions given by Dr. Tonya M. Scott and Dr. D,J(.
Chatha.
major said "I feel great and it's an honor to be
~co~ said, "I am proud to iotroduc: in thi; hon~r society. I am glad that everyone
these ladies into our honor society, they ar Welcomed me with open arms."
· "I am very happy and glad to be a part
wonderful representations of Sigma Tau vel·
ta."
of the English department and I am glad that I
The requirements to be a part of Sig· am able to be a part of this society," Newman
ma Tau Delta are that one has to have a GP,\ said.

Campus buildings
lack adequate
accomodation for
handicapped
ByRyanRudd
News Editor
As enrollment figures continue to
increase at Prairie View A&M University, so
does the need for buildings on campus to become more accessible for students who are
disabled.
Dr. John Bowers, an assistant professor in the College of Education, said, "In my
mind, we aren't an equal opportunity institution for students who are wheelchair bound.
I feel that if we had a reputation of being a
handicap friendly campus, we would attract
more students."
Bowers, who began teaching at
PVAMU in fall
2009, said his
opinion
was
based on his
observation
of the buildings
around
campus. In an
experiment he
conducted as a
doctoral student
at Indiana University, Bowers found that most buildings on
that campus were not fully accessible to disabled people. He noted that most buildings on
Prairie View's campus are similar to those at
Indiana University.
Passed in 1990, the American Disabilities Act (ADA), was assembled to mandate
every public facility to consider the disabled,
by providing them with the proper services
and making the proper adjustments to accommodate their basic needs. Overseeing and
enforcing all aspects of this law is the United
States Department of Justice.
Dr. Kay Nonnan, administrator for
Diagnostic Testing and Disability Services at
PVAMU, said, "The priority of an educational
institution is student learning. When we consider making reasonable accommodations, we
first look at funding and what we can reasonably afford. We try to provide every service
and support service for student learning."
Norman said the word "accessible,"
is one that is defined in a number of ways, or
in this case has many components to its meaning. When determining whether or not a public facility is fully accessible, several factors
must be taken into consideration.
The first priority of accessibility deals
with access to route and entrance. This deals
with parking, automatic sliding doors, wheelchair ramps, etc. According to the ADA, for
every 25 regular parking spaces, there must be
at least one parking space designated for the
disabled. According to Norman, most parking
lots at PV hold about 120 spaces, four or five of
which are handicapped parking spaces.
The second priority of accessibility deals with access to restrooms. When attempting to make a restroom fully accessible,
there are several items that should be present,
including accessible stalls, accessible soap
dispensers, and even accessible mirrors. However, before any of these can be added, the entrance and location of the bathroom must be
easily accessible to someone who is in a wheelchair, or on crutches. Norman noted, that each
of the 42 buildings on campus has at least one
bathroom that is accessible to the 10 percent
of students who have identified themselves as
disabled through her office.
Finally access to programs and services deals with disabled persons having access to elevators, wheelchair ramps as opposed
to stairs, and special seating at events.
Both Norman and Bowers agree that
PVAMU's buildings could use upgrades in accessibility. Norman and her colleagues have ·
been in the process on making a proposal to
make buildings on campus more accessible to
the disabled. Juvenile Justice building and the
New Science building are closest to being fully
accessible.

CAMPUS
'
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Honors banquet
By Ryan J. Rudd
News Editor

SGRHOhelps
clear rumors
By Ryan J. Rudd
News Editor

The Delta Alpha Chapter
of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.
hosted a seminar titled "Myths and
Misconceptions about Greek Life,"
on March 29.
According to Latoya Smith,
a member of Sigma Gamma Rho,
the seminar was designed to trigger
feelings about Greek life, in order
to separate facts about the lifestyle
from misconceptions that are commonly formed.

Future teachers
receive honors
By Wbibley Harris
Editor in Chief

Kappa Delta Pi International Honor Society in Education
welcomed 13 new members Tuesday
in the John B. Coleman Library.
Omar Babers, Laura Ann
Bolt, Whitney Harris, Whitney
Hobbs, Jessica Hurd, CathyrnJohnson, Dianiu.a Joseph, Rachel Madison, Donte Miller, Shonari Mondesir, Stoney Owens, Donald Sidney
and Brent Watson were all inducted
by president Stephanie McKinnis.
Members currently involved in the teaching field gave insight to the future educators.

EDITED BY RYAN RUDD

RRUDD@PVAMU.EDU

S.I.F.E prepares for regional competition

held
An honors banquet was
held for students being honored in
the Spring 2010 Honors Convocation on March 29.
Students filled the second
floor of the MSC to recieve their
certificates from their department,
including, College of Arts and Sciences, College of Nursing, and College of Education.
Dean of the College of
Nursing Betty Adams said, "A university is a place where students
come to initiate their studies so that
they can attain the necessary credentials to start a career. Therefore,
recognizing hard work is something
that should be apart of the process."
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By R1J113id smith, The Panther

Sticking to the script: Fields-Cooper and Jones look on as

Copeland speaks during the presentation.
By D'Ann Dickson
Panther Staff

Students in Free Enterprise prepared for its upcoming
Annual Southwest Regional Conference scheduled for March 29-30 in
Dallas, Texas by hosting a mock trial
of their upcoming presentation.
All students, faculty and

staff were invited to sit in and critique them and their endeavors
that they prepared. The members
of S.I.F.E. showcased the organization and how it bas changed and
brought growth to the campus and
community.
Prior to this event, S.I.F.E.
had spent the last month and a half
preparing the presentation. The
theme of their presentation was

"Unleashing your Potential."
There were six speakers,
freshman chemical engineering major Derrick Webster, senior electri~ ~ngineering major Brianna King,
~un~or history major Kyle Maronie,
J~mor accounting major Ridge
Fields-Cooper, a senior English/
marketing major Anita Jones and
junior accounting major Malcolm
Copeland.
These six students' task
was to exhibit good theatrical and
speaking skills in order to win over
the judges, and bring life to the presentation.
The presentation had to
highlight the events and programs
hosted by S.I.F.E. such as Texas
Fashion Week, Club Pee's and Vee's,
talent shows, HSBC Financial Literacy and Panther Pete Goes Green.
The criteria that the judges were
looking for include market economics, success skills, entrepreneurship,
financial literacy, environmental
sustainability, business ethics and
team and program sustainability.
If S.I.F.E. does well at the
regional level, they could go on to
nationals in Minneapolis, Minn. on
May11-13.

PV students visit University of Penn.
By Whibley Harris
Editor in Chief

Four students were invited
to repres~nt PVAMU during the
University of Pennsylvania's Graduate School of Education HBCU/HSI
weekend March 26-28.
PVAMU alumni Wayne
Wilson, sophomore Sharneace
Johnson, senior Whitney Harris and
senior Bobby Smith participated
in the retreat where they met with
graduate students and professors to
gain tips on choosing and applying
for graduate programs.
Other schools invited were
Morehouse College, Philander~mith laflin and
t,tate

Week~ Sunday, Mard'I 21 to
Saturday, March 27
Sunday, March 21

o 10:30 p.m., Officer out on traffic stop illegal substance found in
vehicle. Vehicle was towed. Subject
was released to parent. Report generated.
Monday, March 22
□ 3:17 p.m., Officer responded to a
minor Accident @ University COiiege
bldg. 42 parking lot. Report generated
□ 10:30 p.m., Officer responded to a
Burglary in Phase I bldg. 7 apt. 716.
Report generated.

Unt

s

□ 3:45 p.m., Officers responded to a
disturbance call in Phase III. Situation
settled on the scene.
□ 9:07 p.m., Officer responded to a
disturbance at the arts and architecture building. Subject left scene. Returned to service.

□ 10:37 a.m., Officer responded to
a medical call at the football field.
Subject refused transport. Returned
to service.
□ 1:04 p.m., Officers responded to
the Woolfolk Building in reference to a
damaged vending machine. Information report generated.
D 6:05 p.rn., Officers met with a student who walked into the police dept.
to report an assault. Report generated.
D 7:49 p.m., Officer responded to a
medical call near 1:tJe pqlj~e d~_plj., ~dent transported..~ Jj'ifl

!~.J}8~~!1f!· ...

.

Thursday, March 25

During the retreat students
participated in mock classroom discussions, toured the campus as well
as the city of Philadelphia.

East Coast chilling:

(left to right) Wayne Wilson,
Sharneace Johnson, Whitney
Harris, and Bobby Smith pose
in front of George Washington in Philadelphia.

Young women from all
across campus gathered to hear
some words of wisdom spoken at the
Women's Leadership Symposium
held in the MSC on March 27th.
Coordinated by General
Manager of University College
Evette Barker, the panel featured
Dr. Lisa K. Thompson, a professor
in the College of Business, Dr. Dewaynna A. Cates, and Dr. Queen E.
Martin, Asst. Professor of Health,
who is also a professor in the College
of Business.
The theme for this program was, "Why Is it Important
for Women to be Educated?" Over
So young women, and some men,
watched and listened to a group of
inspiring role models who are established, and would like to consider
themselves a beacon of light to shine
on a seemingly lost generation.

Gamma Sigma Sigma National Service Sorority held a Skin
Deep seminar on inner and outer
beauty in honor of women's history
month in the John B. Coleman Library on March 29.
The seminar was filled with
a group of young women and men to
discuss how they feel about themselves internally and externally.
The students learned ways
to build up their self-esteem, how
to use beauty products, and a better way to healthy living. Miss Prairie View Chelsee Hill and Mary Kay
specialist Joycelyn Westbrooks were
special guest speakers.

Information obtained in this report has
been reported to dispatch and officers
responded to these calls.

Wednesday, March 24

By Dante Haggerman
Panther Contributor

By Teque'lia Lewis
Panther Staff

Prairie View A&M University
DEPARTMENT OF PUBUC SAFETY
Police Blotter

Tuesday, March 23

CourtesyofShameaceJohnson
Symposium urges
leadership
BSM wins second place in retreat competition

Beauty discussed

PY OPS Bio.Her

Courtesy of Ebony Mathis

Say cheese: Members of the Baptist Student Movement pose with their certificate after
competition in Atlanta, Ga.
·
By Amen Oyiboke-Osifo
Panther Intern

Prairie View's Baptist Student Movement gospel choir attended the 65th annual National Baptist
Student Union Retreat in Atlanta,
Ga, March 25-27.
Prairie View's Baptist Student Movement founded the National Baptist Student Union Retreat
65 years ago; so, their presence was
powerful and readily recognized.
Baptist Student Movement
prepared three months prior to the
retreat with weekly practices, dedication, and hard work. In prepara-

tion . for the retreat, Minister of
Music John-Clifton Victor was required to come up with a musical
performance under ten minutes.
"I consulted God and
asked him to lead me in the right
d~re<;tion as in song selections. It
d1dn t all happen overnight. Someti~~s God ~ould speak to me ~h~e
dnvmg, while in c1ass, or while m
church. It was totally Him," Victor
stated.
The retreat days consiste_d
of several Pastoral sexninars, musical mi<:lnight PrograIDS, elections
for national offic positions, and
worsh'1p seminars.er
Junior education major

Malika Walker stated, "Retreat is a
great blessing for all who attended.
Whether it was a point made in a
seminar, a message interpreted by a
praise dance, or a word ministered
in a song, I guarantee that everyone
felt something. That's a blessing and
above all God got the glory."
The big anticipation came
Saturday evening when nine colleges from the southern conference
area competed for first place.
In the competition, Baptist Student Movement won second
place with their seven song medley.
Victor stated, "To be honest, it was
a bitter-sweet moment. Humanly,
who doesn't want to win?"

□ 1:26 p.m., Officer was dispatched
to University COiiege near bldg 36 in
reference to drug activity. 3 subjects
were detained and released. Returned
to service.
D 5:02 p.m., Officer was dispatched
to the Woolfolk Bldg in reference to a
student refusing to leave a classroom.
Situation settled on scene.
□ 6:27 p.m., Officer was dispatched
to University Village North apt. 116 in
reference to a simple assault.

Friday, March 26
□ 12:20 a.m., Officer responded to
a possible hit and run at the University Village Phases I and II apartments. Both drivers were located
and exchanged information. Officers
returned to service.
□ 12:37 a.m., Officer provided a motorist assist from University College to
Apt. 213 in Phase I.
□ 10:02 a.m., Officer met with a student who walked into the police department and reported stolen property. Report generated,
D 3:10 p.m., Officer was dispatched
to University Village Apt. 431 in reference to a burglary. Report taken.
□ 4: 13 p.m., officer was dispatched
to S.R. COiiins in reference to students
s~ateboarding on the loading docks.
Situation settled on scene. Returned
to service.
.
□ 4:32 p.m., officer was dispatched
to the new engineering parking in reference to burglary of a motor vehicle.
Report generated.
D 6:14 p.m., officer responded to
a fight at the comer of Delco in the
New Gym. Subjects gone on arrival.
Returned to service.
□ 11:14 p.m., officers respond to a
report of loud music at University Village apt. 1621. Resident was asked
t~ turn down music. Returned to service.

5aturday, March 27

□ 12:29 ~-rn., Officers was dispatched
to a medical call at University College
bldg. 42. Subject refused transport
Returned to service.
·
□ _1:29 a.m., Officer responded to
a disturbance call at Phases I and II
basketball court. Situation was under
control. Returned to service.
□ 5:~ 7 P·?1·, Officers was dispatched
to Uni~ers1ty College bldg. 36 _ An Information report was generated
9:~2 p..m., officer was dispatched
o University College Bldg 46 I
erence to an assault. Report n refated.
gener-

p
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Gowland dies at 93
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - Peter
Gowland, an innovating fashion
photographer who invented elite
cameras and equipment that he used
to shoot pinups and magazine covers
for six decades, has died at 93.
Gowland's wife of 68 years,
Alice, tells the Los Angeles Times in
a Sunday story that Gowland died
March 17 at his Los Angeles home of
complications from hip surgery.
Gowland shot more than
1,000 magazine covers, mostly
glamour shots of female models but
also portraits of celebrities like Rock
Hudson and Robert Wagner.
He usually worked at his
LA home, where he and his wife built
a studio, erected scaffolding around
the swimming pool and designed a
trough that could create waterfalls.
Gowland invented the twinlens Gowlandflex camera, which
used 4-by-5 inch film for high-quality pictures and has since been used
by photographers like Annie Leibovitz.

2 dead in subway
stabbing
Associated Press

Freedom fight for Israel recorded in diaries
By Jeannie Kever

Associated Press
HOUSTON - Shelly and
Vickie Liss grew up on their dad's
war stories but, to be honest, they
always seemed a little short on glory.
The elder Liss arrived in
Palestine as World War I was winding down and spent most of the following year guarding prisoners of
war.
But it turned out that
Yitzak J acov Liss - later known to
generations of Houston residents
as dentist Jack Liss - was engaged
in something equally momentous:
serving in Palestine with other Jewish soldiers committed to the cause
of a Jewish homeland.
More than 90 years later,
Shelly Liss, a retired Houston doctor, and his sister, now Vickie Herzberg, have produced a translation of
their father's wartime diaries, giving
scholars new insight into the Jewish

Legion, in which ~e Was serving and
which was org,D~d by the British
ArmY during ~or War I.
The dial!• translated from
the original Yiddish, eventually will
be posted on tbe Web site of the
Schusterman O:nter for Jewish
Studies at the University of Texas at
Austin.
"It is an essential, important part of •·· ~e ~ackground to
Israeli statehaod, said Robert Abzug, the center's director. "Usually
people concenuate..on World War II
and the Holocaust.
Members of the Jewish Legion served "With some hope that it
would make a favorable impression
on the British to allow a Jewish return to Palestine," Ahzug said.
Israel was established three
decades later, in 1948.
Abzug said the diary provides a ground-level view of the daily lives of the soldiers. For Liss and
Herzberg, it offered a chance to hear
from their father decades after his

Associated Press

protect the environment, while Rice
University offers minors in energy
and water sustainability.
Community colleges, boosted by stimulus funding and federal
grants, push green technology work
force training, from installing solar
panels to building wind turbines.
Architectural degrees have for some
time focused on sustainable designs.
Sunshine Mathon said his
2007 master's degree in architecture from the University of Texas in
Austin is essential in his job with a
nonprofit housing group based in
Austin.
"It's not that hard, at least
in Austin, to find a general contrac-

Lawmakers

Associated Press

Associated Press
WESTMINSTER,
Calif.
- Authorities say two people have
been arrested on suspicion of murder after a 38-year-old woman was
dragged alongside a vehicle and then
shot during an apparent robbery attempt at an Orange County park.
Westminster police spokesman Van Woodson says Tuyet Thi
Huynh of Garden Grove was at Russell Paris Park on Sunday when she
was seen talking to a man and a
woman who were sitting in a vehicle.
Woodson says the passenger of the car grabbed Huynh's purse
as the driver sped away, dragging
Huynh for several blocks. He says
one of the suspects then shot Huynh,
who fell to the ground. She died later
at a hospital.
Woodson says 18-year-old
Christopher Yu of Fountain Valley
and 19-year-old Lynn Quach of Garden Grove were arrested on suspicion of murder and attempted murder.

"It's strange when you're
in your 70s, and you read something
your father wrote when he was 16,"
Shelly Liss said.
Jacov Liss was just 16, too
young for the U.S. military when he
tried to enlist in 1918, eight years after his family emigrated from Russia.
But the British were recruiting for the Jewish Legion, and
Liss signed on.
From May 1, 1918, when he
set sail on a troop ship out of New
York Harbor, he wrote almost every
day until returning home in December 1919.
At times, he sounds very
much a teenager - bored with the tedium of military life, happy for the
occasional special meal and eager to
see as much of the world as he can.
But there is an undercurrent of history in the making, as the
young soldier contemplates the possibility of a Jewish state.

"Here I see the enslaved
workers' life in New York and the
free colonist in Palestine, now I see
the happy and merry life in New
York and the poor, lonely life in Palestine "he wrote in August 1919.
' "The heart aches, the brain
splits. Here? or America? Of course,
I still believe that Palestine will grow
into a strong, wealthy, Jewish land,
and I would like so much to be one
of the builders."
Ultimately, a British requirement that anyone wishing to
remain in Palestine bad to re-enlist
tipped the balance.
Liss went home, moving to
Houston and eventually opening a
dental practice in the Heights.
He died in 1967, but h is
children knew he had left a record of
his war service.
He even reported that he
and their mother, Mary Ann Liss,
had seen the diary at the Jewish Legion Museum during a trip to Israel
in the 1960s.

Texas schools go green with college curriculums

NEW YORK - Police say an
HOUSTON - Texas collegearly morning confrontation on a
es and universities are increasingly
subway train left two Brooklyn men
building environmental practices
dead from multiple stab wounds and
into curriculurns, a move officials
another man injured.
say is a combination of "good busiPolice responding to a call
ness" and idealism.
shortly after s a.m. Sunday found
Sustainability, a widethe three men when the Brooklynranging field of study to prepare
bound train was stopped at the stastudents for a more environmention at Varick and Houston streets.
tally conscious world, is showing up
Two of the men had been
in various forms in academia, the
stabbed multiple times in the chest
and were pronounced dead at a Houston Chronicle reported Sunday.
nearby hospital. Police identified
The University of Houston
them as 24-year-old Darnell Morel
bas a class about carbon trading, a
and 24-year-old Ricardo Williams.
The third man had been commodities market designed to
stabbed in the arm and neck and was
in stable condition.
Police said the stabbings
occurred during a confrontation between two groups. Authorities were
By Melinda Deslatte
searching for those involved.

Woman dies after
being dragged, shot

death.

BATON ROUGE, La. - A
ban on low-riding pants and on the
cameras that snap photos of motorists who run red lights.
The expansion of termlimits for elected officials.
Tweaks in state ethics
laws.
A new twist on the crackdown against cockfighting.
Apparently state budget
woes haven't sidetracked lawmakers from many of the state Capitol's
perennial debates.
Louisiana's worsening financial troubles will take center
stage for the annual legislative session that starts Monday.
But amid ideas for budget
cuts and government streamlining
moves, lawmakers also are proposing to revisit a series of defeated
ideas and to rewrite current laws
that they tweaking debate annually.
They'll
again
discuss
whether Louisiana's ban on smoking in restaurants should be extended to bars that serve food.
They'll again haggle over
a state mandate that would require
businesses to give equal pay to men

tor or architect who is aware that's
the coming trend and they need to
get on the bandwagon to be competitive," he said.
Pedro Alvarez, chairman
of the civil and environmental engineering department at Rice, says
green is "good business,'' while a
lIT-Austin official says students are
interested in environmental issues.
"It's not only a prerequisite
to get a job but also something that
genuinely appeals to this generation, how they could contribute to a
better world," said Barbara Brown
Wilson, UT's assistant director of
the Center for Sustainable Development.
Rice began its program

last year, based on the premise that
business and technology leaders
need more than technical training
to achieve what Alvarez calls ' 'a triple bottom line - to make sure that
whatever they design is economically feasible, socially desirable and
environmentally viable."
Paul Rowland, executive
director of the Association for the
Advancement of Sustainability in
Higher Education, said it's not yet
clear how the programs will shape
graduates' careers.
"They take positions that
in some cases may not look all that
different than if they didn't have a
degree with the sustainability stamp
on it," he said.

revisit perennial issues

and women performing the same
jobs.
And they'll again consider
a proposal to make more of the records in the governor's office open to
public view.
Legislators are a tenacious
bunch, to say the least.
Of course, every lawmaker thinks his idea is a great one, so
they'll keep trying.
Maybe they took Sen. John
Alario's oft-repeated words to heart:
"In my experience, a good bill takes
two or three years to pass. The bad
ones we seem to pass the first time
we see them," Alario, D-Westwego,
has said repeatedly over the years.
So, there will be more attempts to enact term limits on statewide elected officials who don't have
them and on judges, sheriffs and
district attorneys as well.
Rep. John LaBruzzo is back
with his divisive idea to require drug
testing of welfare recipients.
The bill was rejected last
year amid complaints it would unfairly target one group of people who
receive state public assistance.
But LaBruzzo, R-Metairie, argues the proposal could help
families get addiction treatment and
could save the state money from
long-term health care problems
caused by drug abuse.

The argument isn't expected to fare any better with lawmakers
this year.
Rep. Jeff Arnold, D-New
Orleans, and others again are trying
to ban the cameras that snap photos
of speeders and motorists who run
red lights.
But they face the same
objections as last year, from police
chiefs and mayors who say the cameras make the streets safer - and
who want the money those traffic
fines generate.
Rep. Rickey Hardy, D-Lafayette, is reviving the failed bill of a
former lawmaker, trying to make it
illegal for people to wear low-riding
pants that expose underwear.
The measure would outlaw
sagging pants or any other clothing
style that "intentionally exposes undergarments" or more.
The idea was proposed
twice before by former Sen. Derrick Shepherd and generated jokes
among lawmakers and around the
country.
The House killed the proposal in 2004, and the Senate killed
the bill in 2008.
Lawmakers again will consider a litany of proposals to adjust
ethics laws, determining who should
be exempt from disclosure requirements and how ethics laws should
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be enforced.
And
while
legislators
banned cockfighting a few years
ago, they'l1 again be discussing the
rooster fights amid complaints that
continue even though outlawed.
Sen. Danny Martiny, RKenner, proposes making it a crime
for a person to attend a cockfight,
bet on a cockfight or pay admission
to any place where people can watch
or wager on a cockfight.
If that's not enough of a
diversion from the grim budget cut
discussions, there's even a bill to
name an official state cookie.
Sen. Yvonne Dorsey, D-Baton Rouge, wants it to be the ''tea
cake."
Sen. Troy Hebert sums it
up by saying the financial matters
may absorb the time of the House
Appropriations Committee and the
Senate Finance Committee, but not
all lawmakers.
"The budget's going to
be consuming to the budget committees, as always,'' said Hebert, IJ eanerette.
"The rest of the Legislature
is going to be a lot like the Piccadilly.
You can go in there and
take your pick, whatever issue you
want to coqsider, you have the time
to do so."

Robert
Sonceri
Jordan Ill
Jones
Media Editor Distribution Manage
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Academic
Calendar Events

3/31

Highlighting students who excel in their areas of interest

Founders Day/Honors
Convocation
4/2
Good Friday/Easter
(Student Holiday)
4/5
Withdrawal from Course(s) with
academic record ("W") Ends

4/13
Priority Registration Begins for
Summer/Fall
5/3-5/4
Course Review Day
5/4
Last day of Spring Semester
5/5-5/6
Study days for exams
5/7-5/12
Final Examination Period
5/16
Commencement

By Aaron Jacobs
Business Manager

Tarryn Dunn, a senior architecture major, looks forward to
becoming a part of the Teach for
America Program this summer upon
her graduation from PV. She was
accepted into this very prestigious
group after applying with hopes to

theater·s only prosper

affect the lives of her students positively.
Teach for America is a program that picks qualified individuals and trains them to go out and be
effective educators in communities
which need them. This organization
prides itself on focusing on ending
the educational injustices that have
resulted simply from economic status. The teachers they train are re-

ferred to as being corps members.
These corps members go above and
far beyond the traditional expectations to lead their students to significant academic achievement, despite the challenges of poverty and
the limited capacity of the school
system.
"I heard about this program from the National Society of
Collegiate Scholars," Dunn said
expressing excitement about being
able to engage in the process Teach
for America was going to put her
through. From her own personal
experience, she felt a connection
with the mission that this program
holds.
"I came from an upper middle class family in the north suburbs
of Chicago where I had a great educational experience. But my cousins
who were from the south suburbs of
the same city, had much worse conditions."
Upon successful completion of the Praxis test and becoming
a qualified teacher, Dunn will attend
a five-week training program in Mississippi , to prepare her and the rest
of her future corps members for
their future classrooms. This inten-

sive training program makes sure
that these teachers are highly qualified.
After completing this training program, Teach for America lets
teachers pick regional areas they
would like to teach at, as well as a
subject and grade level.
"I hope to teach in southern Louisiana, around Baton Rouge.
I will be preparing to teach middle
school math," Dunn said.
The good thing about
Teach for America is that they get
in contact with the local principals
and set up interviews. As a part
of the program parameters, Dunn
will be working in that area for two
years. Upon completing this time
frame, the corps members are able
to transfer to other regional preferences they may have.
But it's very commendable
to be able to give back to communities which aren't as fortunate as students who grow up in well funded
school districts. "Being a part of this
program will help me gain appreciation for the education I have been
fortunate enough to have. I want the
opportunity to give back through action rather then just giving money."

Health care bill could affect ·obs

over the short--tertn
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Business Manager
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By Aaron Jacobs
Business Manager

Now according to the University policy on cheating, this offense is subject to suspension and
expulsion, along with further negative consequences. Yet I'm sure we
all know students who persist in
cheating. But why?
I would like to say that at
Prairie View A&M University, one
of the premiere learning institutions
in Texas, that something as petty as
this doesn't happen. But that would
be a far cry from the truth.
Cheating will get nobody
anywhere, just like stealing. It offers
immediate satisfaction but it cripples those who do it. What may result in high grades now could equate
to being caught by the IRS after reporting less than truthful incomes.
As the old sayings go,
"cheaters never prosper." The worst
thing that can happen to a cheater

is to get away with whatever activity
happens to be committed.
Cheating only serves to
cheat yourself. Hard work and diligent study yield a proper reward.
I have found everything seems to
come back around sooner or later.
Cheating on this test might gain a
passing grade or even an A, but what
happens when you are on the job
and people need you to remember
something you cheated on?
If not for the benefit of not
getting caught it's better to fail than
to get expelled. The many fallen
leaders and government officials
who get caught I'm sure didn't get
found for their first offense.
So as the responsible students and future leaders of America
that I'm sure we are, let's not even
try to cheat, or if we have - just not
have any repeat actions.
The consequences for
cheating academically and professionally hurt you and all those
around you.

Want to see your ideas and articles about
Academics and career opportunites in the
Panther?
Submit any inquiries about writing in the
Panther to Pantherad@pvamu.edu

Congratulations to our
president and the Democratic legislators who passed the healthcare bill
last week, and it was officially completed in its entirety this Monday.
This bill will most certainly
change the way healthcare works.
But apart of our search for employment and the pursuit of our professional goals, our concern for benefits often matches iJDportance with
salary. Regardless of opinion on the
matter, there is significant economic
meaning as to how our government
will finance coverage.
Last week two of the biggest communications gurus, AT&T
and Verizon, released reports that
they felt that having to comply with

the new government standards
would hinder their ability to hire
new employees and pay current
ones. It sent panic to many people
because rather than the opposition
to the Democratic legislation voicing their opinions, businesses were
voicing their speculations.
So what does that mean for
us as students? Will it make it harder to find employment after graduating? That cannot be stated as being fact or fiction. But if businesses
are releasing official e-mails to their
employees, then maybe opinion is
reflective on some fact.
The claim could be made
that these corporations are just
greedy and don't want to give their
employees the kind of healthcare
they need. But the fact remains that
companies are going to have to cut
costs somewhere. Laying off em-

ployees is the most attractive solution to meeting an attractive quarterly statement.
I suggest that the most
promising careers that have the best
chances of lasting are ones connected to the government. Although our
country may not have a lot of money,
the government can guarantee its
employees better wages than many
companies, at least for the time being.
If, in fact, the legislation
can be paid for without significant
raising of taxes or any added costs
for corporations, then there is no
need for worry. But it would be prudent to research the health benefits
offered by companies to see if the
will be able to comply with the goJ
emment's regulations. Better to err
on the side of caution than to be a
confident fool.

BR.OOKS LANDING APARTMENTS
24444 Richards Rd #111
936-857-9533

oNE MILE FROM PV CAMPUS

Wffbrookslandingapart111ents.com
lhed
2bed2bath
4bed2bath
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$400-$41S
pRICES FOR EACH ROOM
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UHM. STOP Response to health care article

PLAYING

This is an article in response to the "Health care or the
Church" article that was in The Panther in the March 24 edition.
Firstly, let's talk about the
bill itself, this bill in its proper name
is called H.R. 4872 - The American
Healthcare and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010. Here are the
metrics of the bill. The total cost of
this bill is $940 billion over 10 years
which approximately equals $94
billion a year over 10 years. This
bill will insure 32 million Americans who are uninsured and there
are provisions established by the
plan that would allow self employed
small business owners the choice of
opting for the insurance exchange
program with the state government
while using federal credits. The plan
would also allow a family of four
that is at the national poverty level
of $22,050 and earning between
100 to 400 percent of the national
poverty level the ability to purchase
their own insurance with a government subsidy as long as they are not
on Medicaid or Medicare.
How will the American
citizens be taxed? It is simple. A 3.8
percent tax will be levied on households that make $250,000 per year,
as well as a 40 percent excise tax on
corporations that offer the Cadillac high-end insurance plans worth
over $27,500 for families and approximately $10,200 for individuals.
The fine situation is not
as complex as it has been stated in
some news sources. The individual
mandate states that in 2014, everyone must purchase health insurance
or face a $695 annual fine. There are
some exceptions and provisions for
low-income families and individuals. Moreover technically, there is
no employer mandate. Employers
with more than 50 employees must
provide health insurance or pay a
fine of $2000 per worker each year
if any worker receives federal subsidies to purchase health insurance.
Now let's talk about the
education component of this legislation. About half of the undergraduate students in the United States
and at Prairie View receive federal
student aid and about 8.5 million
students in the Unites States attend
college with the help of Pell Grants
and Federal SEOG Grants. Under
this bill, private banks can no longer act as middlemen in federal stu-

This past
weekend,
I
spent
some
time in
Philadelphia at a
graduate
school
retreat;
w hi 1 e
there, I
and several other students from around the country
toured the ~mpus of University of
Pennsylvarua and participated in
several mock classroom discussions
with a few graduate students and
professors from that institution.
One of the discussions at
hand was Morehouse College's newly implemented dress code. Many
students supported the college's attempt to prepare its students for the
professional world but some still
chose to disagree.
How dare someone disagree with a policy that makes that
muc? sense? Let's be serious guys,
aren t you a "student leader?"
The same crazy conversations happen here at Prairie View.
How are we student leaders and we
do things like show our undies and
wear provocative clothing? I think
it's because those people are, in fact,
no leaders at all.
Or how about those self
proclaimed leaders who like to get
"loko" during school events? Ya'll
are foolish and setting no example I
would want my children to follow.
The things about a "student
leader" that people tend to forget
are the most important. Leaders are
supposed to set positive examples
and be role models. That means
showing leadership in the classroom
and with faculty. That means dressing appropriately, speaking politely
and showing great character. These
leaders, that we call ourselves voting
for and gawking around, are pretenders. They have no such qualities.
Are you offended? Well ...
what can I say, so am I. I think it's
ridiculous that we are being led by
such fraudulent people.
Stop supporting these pretentious people. Who are they, really?
So to the "student leaders,"
uhm, stop playing. You're not real if
Some of you might have
you have to keep convincing yournoticed
a
few changes upon arriving
self you're a good person. Realistion
campus
after the spring break.
cally, there are a lot of young people
Those of us who are on
on our campus who explore and
learn about things they shouldn't be campus quite frequently are just as
because they are following the foot- astonished as I am to find out that
steps of you guys setting your own "iRead: for enlightenment, to create,
and to cultivate," among many othstandards of leadership.
er
reasons, according to those magiPeer pressure does still exist, and in order for our university, cal signs that have sprung up, out of
and all of those productive people it nowhere, as mushrooms do after a
says it produces to actually excel we night of rain.
This idea was not born last
must be more mindful of the future.
night,
or
rather last week, as it may
Those of you aspiring to
seem
be leaders and those of you who
It is a concept that is not
pretend to be that right now, fix
yourself. If you want to be foolish, quite old as dirt, like we might
do so behind closed doors. I know think, b_ut reading and our ability to
we're all human and we're all young, reason 1s one of the things that are
but sacrifices must be made. Point considered to be what makes us the
blank.

dent loans. 'fhe g~rnment would
use the savings ~o
st Pell Grants
and make it easie~ for student loan
repayment. Mo~ Importantly, borrowers could see ower interest rates
in the future and perhaps gain higher approval rates on student loans.
Now that th e metric of this
bill has been clisC~ss~d it surely does
not sound like th15 ~ be the spawn
of Satan. Nor d~ this bill spell out
taxation to obbVl?n, What this bill
does is truly provide for the general
welfare of the Am~rican people. It
embodies the tr11e intentions of the
preamble to the Constitution and for
that matter the Constitution itself.
This country is 8 308 million man
empire that operates at approximately 130 million American workers.
With the CUrrent technology transfers that we are experiencing it is safe to say that our $16 trillion economy must have the most
educated, the most scientifically and
mathematically advanced population, and we must have the healthiest population to_b~come productive
and remain a brilliant and resilient
economy.
It must be stated for the
record that unhealthy people are
not productive and in these changing times it is our civic duty to ensure that our country's skilled and
unskilled laborers have the brain
power, physical and mental attributes to promote and foster economic growth for the future. I would
suggest reading "The World is Flat"
by Thomas L. Friedman. This book
analyses globalization on an empirical level.
Lastly, to use the church
as a form of demagoguery is in itself
nonsense. The LORD is a GOD of
love. The LORD does not just require
our attendance at church on the
Sabbath for worship, or require that
we tithe 10 percent of our earnings,
the LORD also requires us to extend
charity. Charity which means love is
the selfless giving to the church and
its multitudes of people around the
world. I find ou urr nt national
leaders' actions to be exceptional
and in my opinion outstanding in
the eyes of this society.
This health care debate has
nothing to do with the church, but
it has a lot to do with the common
thread of our people.

Do you believe you are a product of your
environment: Do you think that where
you are from makes you who you are:

"Based on past experiences in life, I
am proud to represent myself as an
individual to discover, create and
to establish many goals in life to
help make a better environment. I
feel that where I'm from helps me
to stay focused and have a positive
mindset to help everyone in the
community."

Melvin Goff
Sophomore
Architecture

"I am a product of my environment, however, I have matured
over the years into the person
that I am today. I am proud to
represent Dallas, Texas because
I will be a positive asset to my
community."

Zakiyyah Willis

Freshman
Accounting

"Now that I've gotten out of the
area I came from I've changed a
lot. Back home I got into a lot of
trouble but I'm blessed to be here
at PV because I've grown up and
become a better person. I'm my
own person regardless of where
I'm from. I stand out and try to be
different instead of fitting in with
everyone else."

Robert Kemp
Freshman
Chemical Engineering
By Perry Osborne-Johnson, The Panther

Titus R. Pierce

What is more important, advertisement or textbooks:

Whitney Harris

supreme species. Reading is actually pretty important for all areas of
studies and if there is ever to be any
true understanding, it starts there.
This is actually a good idea
that these productive people of Prairie View have "come up with." If
everyone on campus could actually
testify and claim "iRead" it would
benefit the student body greatly. The
retention rate would not be so low
for returning freshmen and sophomores, one of the things that has an
effect on the weight of our degree.
If we could all say "iRead"
Prairie View would be more selective
of the people who are admitted into
the university and even more selective of the people who are allowed to
continue their education and gradu-

ate. The teachers would be able to instruct on a level that is equivalent to
the education received from schools
like Texas A&M and the University
of Texas who are close in proximity
but are scores ahead academically.
If we could all legitimately profess
that "iRead," more students would
be fully prepared to succeed in graduate programs at other universities.
If the students of Prairie
View could genuinely state "iRead,"
then there would be no true need
to put on the masks, costumes, and
ever so great performance that the
student body has been rehearsing,
for a great portion of this semester.
If we can cram, the night
before show time, and manage to
perform well on the "test" then why
is it not impossible for us to actually
be the change that we are presenting
in this obvious fai;ade.
What does it teach students, to show them that your best
only matters when someone is
watching.
Is it not unacceptable for
the students to be fed the lines of
the ideal student, only to forget
them the next day? Is it acceptable
since many students are spoon fed
an education and never learn how
to function or survive among other
scholars, outside of Prairie View?
Prairie View should be
producing productive people, not
producing people who are only productive at Prairie View. Same words,
entirely different concepts.
Why is it that the same
teachers who must search empty
classrooms for teaching supplies,
such as chalk, are forced to interrupt
their lessons to prompt students for
things that should not need to be
spoken?
Could some of the money
used for the props for this week's
show have gone toward things like
dry-erase markers so that teachers
could actually have eveiy necessary tool to do their job, which is to

teach?
Why are students urged to
wear T-shirts and pins that will be
just as accessible next semester, as
the findings and remains of dinosaur fossils?
Why is there so much money, thousands of dollars, put into PV
choice awards and Miss PY pageants
and there are truly needy students
who cannot afford books? Students
are responsible for purchasing their
books, but must they be exploited in
the process?
Must those students who
have to find almost impossible ways
to get text books, be mocked, by
finding that the school can sponsor
trips to football games, by raising
student and athletic fees, but cannot
sponsor a few truly needy students
with books?
Is it fair to the instructors
most of whom have vigorously de:
voted a great deal of their time to
academia, to demean themselves by
having to teach on a level that will
not benefit the students post-graduation?
What will come of next
week when we find that opening
night was a huge success? Will we
read more? Will there be less freshmen writing below a middle school
level?
Will teachers be able to
implement a diverse curriculum
without the worries of students falling behind, or will they be forced to
modify the syllabus so that the majority of the students in the classroom are not in danger of failing.
Will we devote just as much
money to resources that improve academic ability, as we do to student
activities?
It is up to students to speak
up and require that these things be
done; these things
. affect us more
than anyone else mvolved. What will
we do? We've got to do better!
Ebony Sowells
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Panthers good showing at PVAMU Relavs
By Kevin Hooks
Panther Staff

Prairie View A&M men
and women's track teams hosted the
81st annual Hoover Wright/Barbara Jacket relays on Saturday at the
Blackshear field in Prairie View in
front of a packed and excited crowd.
Both teams dominated
each event with outstanding performances.
The events started with the
women's 100-meter hurdles, and
Prairie View wasted no time with an
impressive performance by Myesha
Dixon who took first place in the
women's 100-meter hurdles.
In the women's 200-meter-dash Prairie View A&M's Terracia Moody captured first place with a
time of 26.15 while fellow teammate
Destiny Jernigan came in third with
a time of 26.27.
Also, in the men's 200-meter-hurdles Prairie View A&M's Jay-

Thanks
Coop
More
than just
a
big
name,
Cynthia
CooperDyke is
a great
b a s ketball
coach .
After
being
named
the head
women's basketball coach at Prairie View A&M University on Friday,
July 1, 2005, the campus has never
been the same. Coach Cooper-Dyke
has a 71-57 record in her fifth season
at the helm of the program.
Cooper-Dyke earned a gold
medal from the Olympics and four
WNBA titles from her illustrious
playing career.
In 2007 the school enjoyed
its first-ever winning season as the
Lady Panthers won a share of the
Southwestern Athletic Conference
regular season title, another university first, and captured their firstever SWAC tournament championship.
The Lady Panthers earned
an automatic bid and represented
the SWAC in the 2007 NCAA Women's Basketball Championship.
Cooper-Dyke has a total of
three SWAC titles and two SWAC
championships during her tenure at
Prairie View.
With all the success
throughout her life Cooper-Dyke is
also a great person who loves to joke
around and have a good time.
Her presence alone can
make your day or leave you shocked
on how cool a member of the woman's basketball Hall of Fame can be.
In the last five years women's basketball has been the premier
sport at Prairie View A&M and if
it wasn't for injuries this season
we may have been waving another
SWAC championship.
The reason I am writing
this is to say "Thank You," Coop for
bringing a winner to Prairie View
A&M for the first time in the history
of women's basketball.
Cooper-Dyke has set a
standard at Prairie View A&M that
will be upheld for as long as she is
here, and whenever she chooses to
leave, her legacy as well as a tradition, will be left at the "Hill."
That being said, I hope the
University does everything in their
power to keep Coach Cooper-Dyke
at Prairie View A&M. Cooper-Dyke
is an internationally known icon and
a living Prairie View legend.
Thanks for the memories,
Coop, and let's get our SWAC title
back next year. Support Prairie View
A&M Athletics and notice a living
legend when you see one.

Jeremy 0. Malone

mon Levels came in first with a time
of 22.96. In the women's 400 meter
hurdles Corrinna Brown and Dixon
placed a one-two finish with times of
54.30 and 59.53.
In the women's 4x100
meter relay, Prairie View A&M's
Moody, Jernigan, Annisia Williams,
and Margret Harris outperformed
Texas Southern and took first place
with a combined time of 48.05.
In the men's 4x100 meter
relay, Prairie View A&M's Jaymon
Levels, Robert Williams, Jarryd
Gray, and Robert Odhiambo also
took first place with a time of 41.74.
In the women's 800 meter run, Prairie View A&M's Branee
Robinson took first place with a time
of 2:23.49 with fellow teammates
Leticia Bustamente and Donna Gilbert placing a two-three finish.
In the men's 800-meter
run Prairie View A&M's Michael
White took first placed with a time
of2:02.15.
In the women's 400-meter

dash, Moody took first place, Whitley Dobbins took second and Sabia
Hughes placed third,
In the men's 400-meter
dash, Lewis Vernon captured first
place with a time of 49.02. In the
women 100-meter dash Jernigan
placed first with an outstanding
time of 11. 70.
In the men's 100-meter
dash, Williams and Jarryd Gray
would place a one-two finish respectively with times of 10.15 and 10.24.
In the women's 1500-meter run Bustamente took first with a
time of 5:29.77_ In the men's 1500meter run Roland Dejean took first
place in this competition with a time
of 4:14.69.
In the women's 4X400
meter run relay, Prairie View A&M
would go on to win first place with a
combined time of 4:00.10.
In the men's 4X400 meter
relay, Prairie View A&M men look
first place as well with a time of
3:21.82. In the women's shot put,

By Ryan Versey, The Panther

Panther run: Prairie View A&M men and women's track teams
have good showings in PV Relays.
Prairie View A&M 's Andrea Chambers threw a distance of 12.94 to
claim first place. In the men's triple

jump, Prairie View's Leonard Chanette jumped 13.70m to win first
place.

Motivated Panther, student~athlete changing the Grayscale
By Jeremy 0. Malone
Sports Editor
A senior mass communication major, SWAC champion in track
indoor and outdoor and not to mention the father of four-month-old
baby boy Savion, Jarryd Gray has
accomplished and overcame countless feats during his career at Prairie
View A&M University.
Gray attended Southwest
high school in Forth Worth, Texas
where he was recruited by Texas
Tech, North Texas and Prairie View
A&M.
Why did the track star
choose the Panthers?
Gray simply put, "Prairie
View offered the most scholarship
money."
The apple doesn't fall too
far from the tree in the Gray family.
Gray's father also ran track at the

University of Wisconsin and gave ponents.
what Gray said is a 4.2 40-time in
Gray said, "Track is somethe 40-yard dash, unofficially.
thing fun, but at the same time I
During Gray's career at want to be the best at what I do."
Prairie View A&M he has achieved
The night before a meet
a
con.----:ir::::a
G r a y
ference
watches
champi"YOU onship in
Tube"
the 100
clips of
and 200various
m et er,
t r a ck
w hi 1 e
meets
a l s o
of
his
making
favorit to reite track
gionals
competiin
the
tor
to
4X4 200check
By Ronald Smith, The Panther out their
relay indoor and outdoor.
running styles.
Gray has>. Jeremy Warner
Before each meet Gray lisstyle with a lo~ .stride while run- tens to Lil' Wayne during the warmning past the Panthers' SWAC op- up and he and his teammates get

hyped when they shout out a chant
to get them in the zone.
All year long Gray goes
through vigorous workouts, working on endurance, speed and weight
training.
Hopefully all of Gray's vigorous training will not go for naught
as he will pursue a professional career in track and field after he graduates.
Gray wants to sign a professional contract with either Nike
or Adidas and move his family to
California or Florida to train.
Gray is an exceptional and
extroverting young man with the
world on his shoulders and the determination to finish the battle.
Gray said, " I feel like I'm
ahead of where I was last year. My
main goal is to continue as SWAC
champion and make it to nationals
in Oregon. "

Panthers go down to Wildcats

Spring loss Panthers fall

By Channler Hill
Panther Staff

By De'Von Mitchell
Panther Staff

The men's tennis team at
Prairie View A&M fell hard to the
Abilene Christian University Wildcats this past Saturday in Waco,
Texas, with a final score of 6-o.
Prairie View A&M would
lose all six of there matches in
straight sets to ACU.
The Panthers sought out
a win, but the Wildcats were determined to get the victory and they did
excatly that. Coming in with energy
and strength the Prairie View A&M
Panthers were no match for the
Wildcats.
The Wildcats pounced
on the Panthers winning all of the
single and double matches off top
almost effortless.
Prairie View A&M's Kristen
Powell put up a strong fight with bis
opponent Brett Proctor, but failed to
bring the win home to Panthers. The
match ended on the Wildcats' side,
with the score set at 7-6, 6-2.
With the Panthers struggling to claim a victory in singles
matches, they turned to thier doubles players.
Second and sixth singles
Craig Wiltz and Jimmy Yates of Prairie View A&M faced John Strahl and

Cody McCarty. Both were defeated
and ended with score of 6-4, 6-2.
Third singles player Ronald
Chidzikwe of Prairie View A&M was
unable to finish his match against
opponent Luke Hawk.
The Panthers' doubles
players' scores ended much like that
of the singles players. The first and
third doubles ending with the same
score of 8-2.
Chidzikwe and Kuda Nyatoti, who were defeated by ACU's
Bryan Joiner and Jared Hope, didn't
go down easily. The final score was
set at 8-2, Wildcat favor. Despite
the loss Head Coach John Cochran
seems to be proud.
Cochran stated after the
match, "We came out flat in doubles as most of the guys did not execute."
"In singles, we played
much better as we were in three of
the matches and we played a set of
really good tennis. As a team, we
were battered and tom injury-wise
but this was the best we played them
(Abilene Christian) in quite some
time."
The Prairie View A&M Panthers men's tennis team's upcoming
match will take place on April 14 in
Alexandria, Texas against Xavier
University.

The Prairie View A&M
University women's soccer team fell
flat against the Sam Houston State's
team, losing 2-0.
The loss Friday at Sam
Houston will send them into the McNeese State University Tournament
with zero wins in the spring season,
with a lot of work ahead of them.
Claudia Martinez said, "It
doesn't feel good to lose. Everyone
worked hard but didn't take advantage of some of our opportunities."
The soccer team held the
score 1-0 until the last 15 minutes of
the game.
The score was a major improvement from last season's loss 6o to this opponent.
"We're taking small steps to
improve for next year", Coach Garcia
stated" We have a bittersweet taste.
Hopefully the new recruits will bring
more to the game."
The next match will be the
final game before heading to Lake
Charles, La. for the McNeese State
University.
The event will take place
Wednesday, March 31 at 3:30 p.m.
against Hill College at Waller High
School.

By Cedrick Wilson
Panther Staff
Over the last weekend in
March, the Lady Panther softball
team took to the road to take on
the Lady Golden Lions of Arkansas
Pine-Bluff.
In the first matchup, the
Lady Panther offense couldn't string
together enough hits to tally runs.
The Lady Golden Lions
would cruised to a relatively 7-1
win.
In the second game, the
Lady Panther offense began to warm
up as they scored an early run. After
a four run first from UAPB.
The Lady Panther offense
again struck as they had a three-run
surge that produced a tie at four.
After piling on four more
runs in the next two innings, UAPB
won 12-4 in a run rule shortened
game.
In the third and last game,
the Lady Panthers provided a better
defense as they held the Lady Golden Lions in check for the majority of
game.
The Lady Panthers were
holding a 2-1 lead in the bottom of
the fifth when UAPB struck for two
runs to take the lead for good as they
held on for a 3-2 victory.

Panthers split double header, lose deciding game to Grambling
By Cedrick Wilson
Panther Staff
On March 27 and 28, the
Panther baseball team hosted the
Tigers of Grambling State for an early three-game series in SWAC play,
where the Panthers split the doubleheader.
In the first game of Saturday's doubleheader, the Panthers
fell to the Tigers 10-5.
The Tigers started scoring
early as they crossed three in the
opening inning keyed by a bases
loaded single.
The Panthers responded
with one in their half of the first and

tied it at three with a two RBI double
from Sal Hernandez.
However the Tigers put
themselves ahead' for good as they
struck for four runs in the top of
the fifth on a grand slam by Mychal
Roby to make the score 7-3.
1\vo Panther runs in the
seventh on a two RBI single by
D_ominiq Harns made it 8-5 b~t the
Tigers scored two more in the eighth
to complete the scoring.
In the second game of the
doubleheader, the panthers sought
to e~~n the series. 1be visitor~ froI?
Louisiana started the scoring m thIS
game as well with a nrst. inning run.
The Panthers tied the sco~e
with Jason Thomas scoring on a tn-

pie by Brandon Williams in the bottom of the second.
The Panthers briefly took
the lead on a Thomas RBI single in
the third inning and on two manufactured runs in the fourth, but
Grambling responded with scores
both times, keeping them in the lead
5-4.
Prairie View A&M took the
lead in the bottom of the fifth with
two runs to make it 6-5 and exploded for five runs in the bottom of
the seven inning with a Hernandez
grand slam bringing in most of those
runs to make the score 11-5.
Each team scored another
run to make the final score 12-6.
In the rubber match played

on Sunday, the game was again d
cided by big innings. Grambli;
State started the scoring in the th' d
. .
th
l
1r
mnmg as ey p ated four runs to
grab a 4-0 lead.
The_~anthers showed their
comeback
ability by scoring five runs
.
ofh
t eir own to grab a s- 4 lead aft
the fourth inning. However th Ti~r
£
e gers scored 1our
more in the' fifth
repossess the lead.
to
The Panthers again closed
the gap to 8-7 after a Brandon Wil
Iiams RBI single and a Jason
n'fice fl y but five more runs i sacth
ninth off Prairie View .A&M pit\. e
ultimately doomed the Panth c I.Ilg
Grambling State won the glllll ers as
and the series.
e 13- 8
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By Alexandria Williams
Panther Contributor
How do you express
your mood? Do you just put on
whatever, or does some thought
go into it? I feel as though your
clothes should say something
about you. How do your clothes
express you?

I named my line Style W arz, because it
is a clash of different types of styles. I
am not one who likes labels and I don't
want my line to have a specific _label
on the clothes and jewelry I des ign. I
started off making earring necklaces
and hair clips that evolved into designing dresses.

Alex: Do you feel as though
people pass judgment on how you
dress?

Alexandria Williams:
What are three words that you
would use to describe your personal style?

Highlighting students who excel in
their areas of interest

Jessica: I feel that people do
misjudge my fashion sense. People are
so quick to judge someone different.
If it's not what they are used to seeing
then
they're quick to have a negative
Jessica Lewis: Creative,
comment
or opinion about me and the
Expressive, and Unique.
way I dress. I am who I am. I can only
Alex: What kind of be me. It's a big world out there and
things are you thinking about there are so many different types of
when you're getting dressed in . people, different backgrounds we all
come from, there are different opinthe morning?
ions of what is fashionable and what
Jessica: I draw my in- is not. Here I'm judged by my peers
spiration from my mood in the because they see my style as weird
morning. I also love fashion blogs and out of the box. Lots of times I'm
from people who live outside the referred to as "the girl who dresses
U.S. You see how people around weird" but I take that as a bittersweet
the world express their sence of compliment. People just don't understyle. It inspires me to express stand that I am doing what I love to
my style, no matter what style, do when I get dressed in the morning.
trend or brand name everyone Fashion is my future.
else is wearing. Art also inspires
Alex: What do you think
my style when I'm working on a
"style"
truly
is?
dress. When I'm in work mode
and hit a slump usually my boyJessica: It's fashion- a freefriend, who is an artist, brings out
a more creative eye. Through his dom of expression. Some people just
art I am able to see it in a form of see it as clothing. I see it as art my
way to paint a blank canvas. That's
fashion.
the beauty of fashion! I love clothes. I
Alex: Tell me about your love trying new styles and mixing old
ones..
clothing line.
Jessica: My line is called
Sonny Poppxiinz Style Wars.
Sonny Poppxinz is my nickname;

By Ronald Smith, The Panther
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True Life:
My hair
is natural
By Aida Fall
Panther Contributor
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Straight from the mouth of
Jessica Lewis herself ........It's all about
"T-Shirts & Stilettos"!

I received my first relaxer going into the 8th grade
and continued to get one every
six months until about three
years ago. I made the decision to
go natural. Yes, I decided that I
was no longer going to submit to
the hair relaxer. I was no longer
going to endure a burning scalp,
brittle hair shafts and dry hair.
Liberating? Of course. I have
noticed many young women
around campus who have been
either natural for a few years or
currently transitioning through
the natural stage. I must say, I
love it! There are many different myths surrounding natural hair. One of the more common ones is that you have to
shave off all of your proces~ed
hair and start with a short cut.
Senior accounting major Cherrelle Hill said, "I went
natural originally because I wanted to color my hair and thought
it would be much healthier if my
hair was chemically unprocessed
and I've been natural since then."
When asked which
method she used to go natural,
Hill said, "I chose not to cut my
hair off and instead let the processed hair grow out and then
trimmed. My transition period
was great and I got many compliments. " Many are afraid of
the transitional phase but I encourage women to choose whichever method works best for you.
Whether it is cutting off all your
hair and starting over, or simply giving up chemical relaxers.
I have stumbled across
arguments written about the difference between those who are
free of all chemical processors
but still flat iron their hair and

those that don't use heat or chemicals.
When asked what she would define
as "natural" hair, Cherrelle Hill said,
"Any hair that is chemically unprocessed. It's not about whether you use
heat or not, but if you use a chemical
relaxer." I agree with Miss Hill, putting heat to one's hair has no bearing
on whether or not someone is natural.
As I continue my journey
through natural hair, I occasionally come across someone who views
natural hair to be 'ugly hair'. Senior
Sociology major Montrinaa Hill said
"A lot of people's reaction was ·m e~
and told me I looked better with my
relaxed hair. Gradually, they got used
to my hair, because it was not my hair
they appreciated, it was personality."
Personally, I noticed how
much healthier my hair is without the
relaxer and easier to manage. I went
natural because I wanted my hair to
be healthier. To say the entire process
was a walk in the park would be lying.
Of course, there are those days you'd
just like to straighten your hair with
more than a flat iron. Days where the
humidity is 100 percent and you look
like you stuck your hair into an electric socket, but once you get a good
idea as to what products work best
for your hair, doing your hair will be
second nature. African Americans are
a minority the majority does not accommodate, so most of the products
targeted for our hair texture simply do
not work for us. I encourage and support anyone going natural to please
do research and be patient. Hill said
"Just do you. I know its cliche, but wh '
should others opinions matter when~
comes to what you want? Make th
transition for yourself."I am a firm b ~
liever in doing what makes you hap e
If natural hair is not for you, thar:r·
fine. Personally, this journey has b lS
.
l'b
.
een
refresh mg, 1 erating and my hair has
never been so soft and manageabl
was mentally ready to grow my he.. 1
out and I have loved the entire Proc air
ess.
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Erykah Badu is amazing!
I'm listening to her new album "New
Amerykah: Part Two," and frankly,
this is the best album I've heard in a
long dreadful while. The Texas born,
Dallas raised super soul singer creates luxurious, groove-a-licious trips
through music. It just feels good. Even
the cover is excessively artistic.
By now you either have
seen (or heard from someone who has)
about the controversial "Window seat"
video. Badu arrives in downtown Dallas, Texas stripping in broad daylight,
ending with an unexpected conclusion
in the same location John F. Kennedy
was assassinated. What do I think?
One word. Art. The spoken words at

the end exchanges confusion for correction. That's how a great deal of th.~ music on "New Amerytcah: Part 1\vo may
seem.
I feel like if I
closed my eyes
I would be able
to view a personal musical in
my head. Most
of the songs are
really graphic
and detailed on
what goes on in
Erykah 's head.
"Window Seat"
is not only the
first
single/
video for the
album, but it
sets the tone at
the beginning of the album along_ wi th
"20 Feet Tall", allowing us to ease into a
joyride of quality music. "Tum Me Away
(Get Munny)" flips the sample from Jr.
t,.,jafia 's anthem into one of the best songs

on the album. "Gone Baby Don't Be Most of the artists that do usually fall
Long", "Umm Hmm" and "Love" all ·victim to doing something outside of
are funky with familiar underlying hip- · themselves, like a song with (insert
hop breakbeats current hot rapper/producer here).
for that extra Erykah Badu stays futuristic with her
kick. "Fall In style and exhibits a winning fonnuLove (Your la.
What makes this amazing is that the
Funeral)"
quotes Big- songs are throwbacks to those good
gie's words R&B/Soul songs. She included "Jump
from "Warn- Up In the Air" and "Strawberry Ining" - "It's cense" on the iTunes version for all
gonna be alot you supporters out there. Listening to
of slow sing- the album without attempting to uning/and flower derstand may leave you misguided. It
bringing/if goes without saying that it may not
my
burglar be for everyone. Although the return
alarm starts of Erykah Badu is undoubtedly a fanringing". The tastic release, some listeners won't
other incred- have the attention span for the longer
ible feature is compositions, which range in length
that there are no features, just a bunch from five to ten minutes. I would
ofBaduizm.
advise everyone to at least give this
There are plenty of artists album a chance for not only listenthat fail at maintaining their relevan- ing purpose but for lesson in creative
cy enough to keep their career going. thinking.

..'A. message from :M.essage,
If blondes have more fun, then does weave give
false happiness? If big girls give good hugs, do
thick girls settle for a handshake? If real men
should know how to change to tire, why don't
we know what to do when a woman changes
her attitude? If the blacker the berry the sweet·
er the juice, are all yellow bones sour? With so
many questions, no wonder God put men on
mars and women on Venus. That's what you
call a catastrophe.
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----Ca~o~draw?

Like to write?

Talce photos?

Simply fill every column, row and 3x3 box so they contain every number between l
and 9. Use the small numbers as clues to find the answer. Answers on page 9.

8 5
6
1
9 4
r----t--+---+--+--1---1---+-----1--...wa mous HBCU Alu
,
7 5 2 8
I
2 5
I
I
9 4 1
6
I
2
7
6 5 9
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H
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I
5
1
a z P U V
p
L
I
4 1 2
6
KY R E E
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I
L K L Q S 0
s p A Y T ON
9
H
I
0
Erykah Badu
Jesse Jackson
Tom Joyner
Spike Lee
Walter Payton
Rosa Parks
Oprah Winfrey
Marcus Johnson
Steve McNair
Earl Monroe
Martin Luther King
Q J
OWH

Email any submissions

Panther@pvamu.edu
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.'Answers in the form ofyfi.otosyntfi.esis
'RiCe.ase from darkness.
Questions wfietfier fie was reaffy tfie yack.aee tfie
stork. sent.

J-fis name was 'Ecfio.
1.lnceasing{y 6ouncing from ftana to ftana
]"rom aemanato aemana
]"rom tlie man to tlie woman
'Wfio reyeateaCy said" tfiey fovea fiim,
1Jut liis ears couufn't tune in to tfi.eir woras'frequency.
See fie was on anotfier cftannef.'A.merica's Toy Parent.
:forced" to cfioose a contestant
'Eacfi one equa«y caring
'Eacfi one equa{{y sliaring
'11ie same feefings: tliat tfiey wouuftfo anytfiing
to acliieve money ana fame.
It was never about liim
So fiis tears 6ecame fik.e fiis name...
Just an 'Ecfi.o.
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Prairie View teams up witb Lana
Star College in play
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''Materialistic II''
By Jacqueline Sadberry

Panther Contributor
If only he had time to catch the sound
of her hiss
He might've realized he was just
another
name on her list
He said he wanted a natural beauty,
passing up those other girls
But not a thing on her was real except
for
the bounce in her curls
And even that, too, was suspect of
being fake
Because the only time it ever moved
was when
she had a checkmate
Call her Medusa, because it's her
middle name
Every man to encounter her died
from all her games
Suffering from broken hearts and
broken dreams
Right before buying her many expensive things
Poor guy never stood a chance, just
another casualty
in this thing called love and war
And now because of her, he's decided
to go hardcore
Trading in the nice guy for bad boy
appeal
He ran through girls like a gambler
runs through
dollar bills
And even though they knew what he
was about,
They ate it up-his game never struck
out
They made him sick
All those 'chicken heads' and 'tricks'
With time he was convinced the
diamonds of
the world were dust and bones
Because every female he found was
worth less
than cubic zirconium stones

C.OUrtesy ct Lone Star C,ollege

By Jacqueline Sadberry

Panther Contributor
The place: Chicago, the year:
1964. Set around the time of the mid
1960s just before segregated schools
merged, music brought two friends
together but race and prejudice tore
them apart in the play "The Good
Times Are Killing Me," based on the
book by playwright, cartoonist, and
author Lynda Barry on Saturday,
March 27, directed by Lone Star College's Ron Jones, Director of Theater.
Both Prairie View A&M University and Lone Star College in CyFair came together to bring the play
to life. PVAMU students, faculty as
well as Lone Star College students and
four others of the Cy-Fair community
starred in the production.
The narrator of the story,
Edna Arkins (as portrayed by Liz
Herrera Hermes, Lone Star College
student) told of how her old neighborhood went from being a segregated community to a diverse street
overnight, "...white, white, white, and
Filipino," said Edna as she pointed
out into the audience describing how
the street she lived on one time had
only one minority, at least on the side
that she lived on. The other side of
the street as Edna had narrated was
where the other minorities (black,
Hispanic, Asian) lived on the far end.

Despite those who moved out as
minorities moved in, there was always music. With a great love for
music, Edna slowly becomes more
and more exposed to races other
than her own, and through their
mutual appreciation for music,
befriend one another.
In the beginning, the
people in the community are separate. The minorities play only
among each other. Edna's curiosity toward Bona Willis, played by
PVAMU education major Tiffany
Cole, is sparked by the fact that
they're the same age. All the other
kids are either too young or too
old. Despite the warnings of Edna's mother, Edna constantly tries
to make conversation with Bona.
The neighborhood is full
of people living in poverty. The
Arkins are no exception. Edna's
father owes their uncle thousands
of dollars; money that has piled
up from loans and things that her
father borrowed from his brother
and broke. Edna's father also later
leaves her, her mother and sister
for another woman who he secretly had another family with.
Despite the hard times
both Edna and Bona have, they
both stick together through thick
and thin. Bona was there for Edna
when her father left, and Edna was

a true friend to Bona when her little
brother, Elvin, drowned in Lake
Washington. Although each race
had their own differences, Elvin's
death hits the community hard. The
tragedy brings them closer together.
And then there's the music. With
new songs and new dance moves
come tighter bonds with one another.
However, as the girls grow
up, society challenges their friendship altogether. Once the two get
into seventh grade, things have
changed completely. Black and
white schools have merged completely and racial tension has become high. Bona is coerced by her
friends to fight her old friend Edna
as she pleads to her, trying desperately to make Bona remember their
old friendship. The play ended on a
bittersweet note, the two girls' relationship dissolved with no one making amends with one another.
"Doing the show was
amazing," said Cole, "It was a great
learning experience working with
Lone Star [College] and lifetime
friendships were made." Cole spoke
of how enjoyable it was playing her
character, "Playing Bona was exciting and fun, it was so much fun to
play her character. Fortunately I've
never had the experience of the loss
of a friend due to race."

Sodoku answers from page 8
Solution 1

6 9 4
1 3 7
5 2 8
2 5 3
9 4 1
7 8 6
3 6 5
4 1 2
6 2 1 8 7 9

8 5 3
9 4 2
1 6 7
7 9 6
5 3 8
2 1 4
4 7 9
3 8 5

The Answers
Weekly Update for Freshmen

1 2 7
6 8 5

4
8
7
5
2
9
3

3
4
6
9

9
1
2
3

1 8
7 6
5 4

ou only
ave April to
bring your
You will not be allowed to early register IF:
grades up!!
l}you have a 'D ' 1 'F' 1 or 'U' in a. Dev.elopmental class for midterm;
l}You owe money for fees, parkmg tickets, health center charges, library fines, etc.
3) You are on Academic Probation from Last Semester
Need to Take or Re-take THEA? Check out the following URL: http://calendars.pvamu.ed'!l.for
information about our Quick THEA testing schedule or call 936-261-3610.

The LAST DAY to DROP A CLASS is MONDAY,
APRIL 5

The LAST DAY to WITHDRAW FROM PV is MAY 4

~

~

Buildings 48, 45 and 41· all had
End of term Informational meetings this week.

1 . Who was

the girl wearing a sundress but still felt the mid-drift?
Did she purposefully forget to wear underwear? 3. Who is the
guy who stole shirts from Haiti Relief} 4. Did he really-have to
go that low and steal from a third world country? 5. Who went
to the press conference? 6. How do you have a press conference
with no press? 7. What candidate was inspired by Waka Flocka?
8 . Doesn't he know that Waka Flocka got shot nine times ? 9. ls
anyone going to the debate on Thursday since there is no school
on Friday? 10. So how live was the baby Kappas' party last week?
11• Did anyone notice how they used the black and gold flyer? 12.
so will we see a black and gold toga? 13. Or what about a red and
white got keys? 14. Will University Village be able to settle the
Dallas vs. Houston beefjl 15. Isn't it funny how the Village keeps
using the free DJ? 16. Did anybody realize there was only one
other school running at the PV Relays? 17. Who was the boy walking around with his pants on the ground? 18. What boy thought
it was fly to wear one Jordan? 19. Did he put the shoe back on
display at Foot Locker when he was done? 20. What do you think?
2.

Ask your Advisor what the procedure will be for Pre-Registration.
Freshmen staying in the Village should contact Ms Spates at
936-261-5919 or the Front Desk of UC 936-261-5900

This is for entertainment only. The questions submitted are not the views of The Panther.
Want to tell us what you think? Please bring your comments and questions to Rm. 219 MSC or
e-mail us at panther@pvamu.edu. Questions are printed at the discretion of The Panther.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Contest entry ends 5/17/2010. Each member of choir must be 18 years of age or older as of 1/10/2010 and
resident of U.S. and D.C. (exd. Puerto Rico & other U.S. territories). Vold outside of U.S. and where prohibited by law. For a complete list of
rules visit www.HowSweetTheSound.com or call 800.230.0053 to receive a copy. All event and performance Images are property of Ven1ega 1wireless. Verizon Wireless Is the sponsor of the Verizon Wireless How Sweet the Sound Choir Contest. How Sweet the Sound,. is a trademark
of Hill, Holliday, Conno~, Cosmopulos Inc., 0/8/A Erwin-Penland. All rights reserved. 0 201 OVerizon Wireless.
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